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ItL the previous papers [6] , [7] and [8]; we studied some group actions on sphere bundles over 

spheres and proved some non existence theorems. In this paper, we shall study S1 _vector 

bundle structures on vector bundles over sphercs. We shall fix a representation of S1 on the 

fiber over the north pole. 

Section I provides some preliminaries and we shall prove some classffication theorems for 

Si-vector bundles with a designated action on the fibre over the nQrth pole (Theorem I and 

Theorem 2). . As a corollary, we shall obtain a non existence theorem 

In seotion 2, we shall construct two kinds of lifting actions. One of them is a liftmg of 

a linear action on a sphere and the other is a lifting of a quasi linear action. 

In the last section, we shall show that some action on a sphere bundle Qver a sphere can 

not be derived from an S1_vector bundle with a specified action on the fibre over the north pole. 

S I . . PrelfrniHaaties 

We denote the (n + 1)-dimensional complex numbef space by Cn+1 ~nd the real 

number field by R respectively. We use symbols psi and 6R for the standard represen-

tation S1~U(1) and the trivial real representation of S1. Consider the action on 

S21'+2cCn+1eR given by a representation apsi ~(2n - 2a + 3)eR, a ~ n. Then the 

upper and lower hemisphere. s e2+n+2 and e2n+2, contract equivariantly to the north - and 

south poles O + ' O L respectively. Let Ck~B~S2n+2 be a complex S1_vector bundle. 

By Proposition 1.3 in [9], the portions B.1 e2d:n+2 yield equivariant isomorphisms, ocd: : 

B I e2d:n+2_~e2d:n+2 x C~, where C~ are S1_modules such that 

g(vl""' vk) (g'i(:h)vl""' 9ek(:t)vk), 

for g e Si, (vl""' vk) e C~ and 81(:b),..., ek(:~) are some integers. Define ~n Si-action 

on U(k) by (g. A)->D_(g)AD+(9) for g e S1, A e U(k), where D:1:(9)=(98i(:1:)) x "' x 

(g8k(:t)). Consider the commutative diagram 

~¥~a + Bl2n+11/a+ S2n+1xCk -=>g S2.+1xC ¥.BIS2~+1 ...(1) 

S2n+1xCk .-~g S2~+1xCka-

Define a map X: S2~+1~U(k) by Qc_'Qc~1(x, v) =(x, X(x) (v)) for (x, v) e S2.+i x C~, 

then we have x(9x) = D _ (g)X(x)D ~ (9)- I . Therefore the map x is Sl_equivariant. Let 
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Ck->B'~S2~+2 be another S1_vector bundle. We have another diagram (1') similar 

to (1). If an S1_isomorphism h : B->B' is given, then we obtain a cubic diagram con-

necting (1) with (1'). Define h_+ : e2+"+2_>Iso (C~, C'ik) by oe~･h･(oc+)~1(x, v)=(x, 

h ~ (x)(v)) for x e e2i"+2, v e C~ , where C'ik are S1=modules which appear in equivariant 

S2*+1 x C trrvlalizations oc~ : B' I S2*+1 - ' k _ . But we can choose a basis in C'+k such ~ 
_ = C~･ By the cubic diagram, we obtain that C'k 
+ 

h _ (x)X(x) = X'(x)h + (x), ･ ･ ' (2) x e S2~+1 

2~+2 The maps' h~ : e i -> U(k) are equivariantly homotopic to constant maps h d~(O d~)= 

A ~ . By (2), X' is equivariantly homotopic to AIIXA + ' We can normalize maps h d~ by 

(Ai)-1h~ to obtain x' c~:X, S1_homotoprc 

Conversely, suppose that there is an equivariant homotopy Ht : S2~+1~' U(k) such 

that Ho =X and Hl =x" Set h_ =Ho'H11 and h+ Flk, which is the unit matrix in 

U(k) . Then h _ is equivariantly homotopic to the constant map, and we obtain ex-

tended maps hi: e2+"+2_~U(k). Clearly, h_X' =HO =Xh+ on S2~+1. Let B' be an S1_ 

vector bundle with characteristic map X'･ Then we obtain an S1_isomorphism h : B-> 

B' stich that h I e2i"+2=f(oe~)-1.h~･(oe~). Set (81(+)""'ek(+))=e and denote S1_ 
equivalence classes of S1_Ck-bundles over S2.+2 with the specified action on ~he fibre 

over 0+ by Vect~*(S2~+2). Then we have 

THEOREM 1. The set Vect~*(S2*+2) corresponds bijectively to the equivariant 

homolopy set ~S2~+1, U(k)1 , where the S1_action on U(k) is given by (g, A)-> 
D ~ (g)AD + (9) ~ I ' 

PRooF. Since a ~ n, O + and O _ qan be combined ._by a curve in the fixed point set, 

there exists A e U(k) such that D _(g) = A - ID+(9)A. From the relation X(9x)D +(9) = 

D_(g)X(x), we have X(9x) = A - ID+(9)Ax(x)D+(9)~1 and . (AX(9x))D +(9) = D +(9) ' 

(Ax(x)). , The S1_bundle e~"t2 x C~¥JAxe~"+2 x C~ ･ is equivariantly isomorphic to 

e~"+2 x C+Vxe~"+2 x C~. Thus we obtain the theorem 

For S1_maps y, y': S2*+1_>U(k), we define a product by (y'y') (x) = y(x) ' y'(x), 

x e S2*+1. Then the set ~S2~+1, U(k)1 admits a group structure 

Now consider the case a = I . Then S2~+2 is an S1_manifold, where th~ action is 

given by the representation ps'~(2n + 1)OR. The fixed ppint set is the 2n-sphere S2* 

and the orbit space is a (2n + 1)-disc D2~+1. We have an equivariant decomposition 

S2*+2=D2 x S2~ U S1 x D2~+1, where D2 x S2* is an equivariant tublar neighborhood 

of the fixed point set. Let p : Sl x S2~ ~, S2~ be the projection onto the second factor 

and lc : S2~+2_>D2~+1 be the orbit map. S2.+2 is a special S1_manifold ([3])･ The 

image lc(SI x S2*) is a 2n-sphere S~" in D2~+1 with the same center as the one of D2*+1 

Consider the commutative diagram 
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S1 x S2~ .-->P S2* 

J･ I , the identity map 
S28" -=-> S2~ 

where p' is the map induced from p. For an S1_vector bundle Ck->B->S2n+2, its data 

(cf. S3 in [5]) is 

B I S2n =>*'P ' r*p'*(B I S2~) =~> S2n x C cD~"+1x,Ck 

where r* denotes the forgetful map and oc is an isomorphism of vector bundles.' We 

have an Si-isomorphism B I S2~ ~; e~" x C~Uffe~n x Ck. Since S(Cn+1e)R):DS(C~ 
R) 3 O + ' it follows from Proposition I .3 in [9], that th~re ~xists 'A e U(k) stibh that 

D* =A-1D+A. From the relation D_f(x)D~i~f(~), we =hav~ D+(Af(x))D~1 =Af(x) 

for xeS2*-i Suppose that e ="'=e e ="'=8 8 ="'=e =8 . 
'- ' ~1' '~i+1 '."' - , k By the proof of Theorem 1, we can assume th~t f; S2n-i_>U(ml) x " ' x ~J_ (m~)･ Let 

i* : Ic2~_1(U(ml) x " ' x U(m~)L~7c2~_1(U(k)) ipe the'homoinor~hism indllced froni the 

inclusion map i : U(ml) x " ' x.U(ms)~>~r(k). By the trivialization oe. [f] e kernel i* 

Let ocl: r*p'*(B I S2n)_>S~n x CkcD~"+1 x Ck be anot~er trivializ~tion. Then o(1'oc~1 

determines an element of lc2~( U(k)). Conversely, for ~ fixed oe, each element of 

lc2~(U(k)) gives a ho~lotopy class of trivializatiQ,ns. By t~e theore~l 2 ip [5], we have 

'THEOREM 2. ' We have a bijection ' 

S Vectsl(S2n+2) _> {kernel l* x 7c2~(U(k))}/(-), 

whete ~ d~notes equivalences of data (Definitioh I in [5]) 

Let '~7~ : Vect~l(S2n+2)7>Vect~(S2n+2) be the fdrgetful homomorphism. Then w~ 

h'a,v~ - ' 

COROLLARY. If k 

PRooF. Ic2.((1(k)) iS a finite group, and if mi~:n, then mj 1~ n for j ~ i.._. T~erefore 

the kernel i*, is a finite su, bgrQup of 7c2n-1(U(ml) x ' , ' x U(m, ~). . Thus - we have the 

corollary. 

If n + I 

S 2. Comstructiom of llifting group actioms 

Consider an _ -S1_action on . S~n+2 given . by the , represe,ntation psi ~(2n + 1)eR. 

Let Ck~>B->S~n+2 be 'an - S1_vector bundle. Define ~si': S1 x (B I S2n)_>SI x 

(r*p'*(B I S2n)) by ysl(x, v) =(x, x~1v) for (x, v) e S1 x (B I S2n). Then ~sl is an 

equivariant isomorphism. Consider the composite isomorphism 

S1 x (B I S n) _=~~rsl S x (r*p'*(B I S2n)) ==>Islx' S1 x S2n x Ck . 
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Set ysl(x, v) = (x, 7c(v), f(x~1v)). We can define c : S2.->Hom (S1, U(k)) by 

f(x ~ Iv) = c*(.)(x)f(v). Now suppose that k ~ 2n. Then we have a unique homotopy 

class [Qe] of a trivialization. Since B ~; D2 x (B I S2*)~fc SlxD2~+1x Ck, where ep 

ddnotes (Is* x oc)'ysi, the bundle B is ,determined by the homotopy class [ip] up to 

S 1_isomor phism 

Let r be a compact connected Lie group. For oc e Hom (S1, r), y e r, we . define 

ocv e Hom (S1, r) by ocv(x) =yoc(x)V~1, x e S1, and denote the set {oev; V e F} by ocr 

Then ocr is included in the connected component Hom (S1, F). of oc. The next propo-

sition is due to H. Toda. 

PROPOSITION I . Hom (S1, r)* = ocr. 

PROOF. Let {oct e Hom (S1, r)} be a homotopy of oc = oco' The image oc(S1) is 

contamed in a maximal torus T of F and there is s e T such that oel(S1) c STS ~ 1' Th e 

circle group Sl is topologically gener.ated by a generator g . Since r is connected, 

there is a curve c(?) in F such that c(O) = ccl(9) and c(1)=s~10cl(9)s e T. The curve 

c(t(9)'c(T) connect-s oco(.9) with s ~ Iocl(9)s. We have ~i(F/T) = O. Therefore the curve 

oct(9)'c(t) is deformable into a curve in T. Thus we have oeo(9) = s~10cl(9)s and ocl = 

s ' oc ' s ~ I , which proves the proposition. 

Now let F be U(k). ' Then Hom (S1, U(k))* = ocU(k). We consider the case k = 2n 

and Qc(x) = D~(x) x D.(x) ~ I , where D~(x) denotes the n-dimensional diagonal matrix 

with x as diagonal entries. Let C. be the set {y e U(2n) ; y ' Qc(x) = oc(x) ' y for any x e S1}. 

Then C. = U(n) x U(n). By the correspondence yC.->(yC.)oc(yC.)-1, the space ocU(2~) 

can be identified with the grassmannian U(2n)/C* = G2*,*' The composite map G2~,*~> 

ocU(2~) = Hom (S1, U(2n)). c ~.U(2n) is just the Bott map f in S8 of [2], where Qa 

denotes the component of oe in the loop space Q U(2n). By the consideration above, 

a map ip : S2~->Hom (S1, U(2n))* corresponds to a map c' : S2~~G2*,n' By S8 in [2], 

we have f*1c2~(G2~ .) 2lc2.(Q (U(2n))) ~ 2lc2.+1(U(2n)). Thus we have proved 

THEOREM 3. If a C2~-bundle B over S2*+2 has the homotopy class of character-

istic maps in 2lc2~+1(U(2n)), then the S1_action ps*~(2n + 1)6R on S2~+2 can be llfted 

to an action on B. 

Next we construct another bundle lifting of a quasi linear action on the sphere 

S2*+2, where we mean by a quasi linear action a smooth action which is topologically 

equivalent to a linear action. We refer the construction of difference bundles due to 

Atiyah-Bott-Shapiro (S9 in [1]). Let V. : S2~-1_>U(n) be a representative for a gener-

ator of lc2~_i(U(n)). Define ~~ : D2~->M*(C), the complex n x n matrices, by ~*(sx) = 

sy~(x) for (s, x) e [O, I] x S2~-1. Then we have a complex of vector bundles 

y~": D2~ x C~ '--> D2~ x Co , 

which is given by v~*(x, v) = (x, ~*(x) (v)). In the case n = 1, ~l is given by ~1(x, vl) = 
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(x, xvl) and its adjoint ~~(x, vo) = (x, Xvo)' We grve an S1_action on the complex 

~1 by 

D2 x C1 3 (x, vl) ~~~> (gx, vl) e D2 x Ci , 

D2 x Co 3 (x, vo) ~~H' (9x, gvo) e D2 x Co ' 

where g e S1. Then ~i is S1_equivariant. We use the same notations as the ones in 

S9 of [1]. Thus p~(c~)-Id(y~n) gives a generator of K(S2*) and d is an Euler character-

istic (p. 22 ibid.). Now ~1 gives a complex S1_line bundle and represents a generator 

of K(S2). We consider the product of complexes ~1 and ~, 

y~*+i : (D2 x D2~) x(C RC eC RC ) '-> (D2 x D2*) x (C RC6e)C1RCf), 

where 

I1R~n(y) ~1(x)R1* ~~(y) x'l~ 
~*+1(x, y) 

~~R1. -11R~~(y) X'I. -~~(y) 
and lk denotes the unit matrix of k-dimension. For a boundary point (x, y) e a(D2 x 

D2.), (1/~lxl2+ Ilyll2)~n+1(x, y) e U(2n), where 11 Il denotes the norm, and we denotes 

this by v~~n+i(x, y). Fot g e S1, we have 

gvo wl ~*(y) gx~I~ gvoRwl ~V~.+1(9x, y) =(1/JF~T~yｦ~: ~X'I -~*(y) ' 
n ~ vlRwo vl wo 

Therefore ~*+i(9x, y) = (D.(g) x I~)~n+1(x, y) (D*(g) x I~)-1. We denote the n-fold 

product of the unit interval [O, I] by I" and its boundary by al". Define a map ep. : 

(1", el")~(D", Sn-1) by ep~(p)=(max {Itil, i=1,..., n}/llplD･p, where p=(tl""' t~)~ 

(O,...~O) and ep~(O,...,O)=(O,...,O). Then ~* rs a homeomorphism. Consider the 

composite inap h = ~2~+2'(ep~lx~~h) : D2 x D2*->12 x 12*->D2~+2. Then the re-

striction to the boundary h : e(D2 x D2.)->aD2n+2 is a homeomorphism. By Theorem 

M due to Smale ([10], p. 394), there exists a diffeomorphism h~ : D2 x D2*->D2n+2 with 

h~(e(D2 x D2~)) = S2.+1. We define an S1_action on D2~+2 by gx = h~.(gh~-1(x)) for 

g eS1, xeD2n+2. Hence the map pn+1=~~+1h~-i: S2.+i_>a(D2 xD2.)->U(2n) sat-
isfies the relation 

~n + i(9x) = ~ .+ I h - 1(gx) = ~ ~ + I h~- ih~gh' 1(x) 

= y~~n + 1(9h~- 1(x)) = (Dn(9) x I.) y~~n + 1(h- i(x)) (Dn(9) x In) ~ 1 

= (Dn(9) x I~) p(x) (D~(g) x In) ~ I ' 

Here we give an S1_action on U(2n) by (g, A)->(D~(g) x In)A(D.(g) x I~-i. Then 

~~+1 is S1_equivariant. Thus we obtain an Sl_C2~-bundle over S2*+2. By the Bott 
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periodicity, ~n + i gives a generator of K(S2n+2). 

S 3. Nom lliftimg actioms 

The sphere S2~+2 is' an SO(2)-man'ifold by the 'reper~entation pso(2)~)(2n + 1)eR. 

Suppose that 2n + 2 ~~ O mod 8 . We want to cQn~truct ~ lifting action, on R2~+2_bundle 

over S2~+2, w, here the action , is compatible with th~ action on the ~~~ucture group 

SO(2; n ~2) given by (g, A)~(D2~9)'~ 12~)A(b,~(9)-xl2.)-?･ Let R2~+2~'~->~2~+2 be 

an SO(2)-buridle with the lifting ~cti_on. . I;)erio~e th~ p9rtion of E on the ' fixec poi,nt 

set by B. Then the data (S3 in [5]) is given by ' 

B -> r*p'*B -=>" S~" x R2~+2cD~"+1 x R2*+2 . 

Let ocl' oc2 : 1'*p'*B->S~" x R2.+2 be two trivi~haations. Then the composite oc2'oell 

determines an element of ~2.(SO(2n + 2)), which is trivial by the assumption. We have 

~S~~l~, SO(2n + 2)1 = [S2.-1, SO(2) x SO(2n)]~ which is a cyclic group generated by 

the class {T2~} of the tangent bundle of S2~. Then B = B(kT2~)RR2(g), where B(kT2~) 

deliotes the bundle with - the class {kT2~} of chracteristic map~ 'and R2(g) denotes the 

prod'uct bundle with, the standard S1_action on fibres. Henc~ the classification theorem 

(S3 in [5]) shows that image (~7 : ~S~~+i, SO(2n + 2)1 ~lc2h+ 1(SO(2n + 2))) is a subgroup 

{k?2~+2} generated by the class of the tangent bundle of S2~+2. Denote by a the one of 

generat6rs ' of lc2*+1(SO(2n + 2)) which giv, es rise to a generator of the stable group 

lc2*+ 1(SO). Let E(T2*+~ + 2ma) t)e the sphere bundle over S2~+2 with the class {T2~+2 + 

2mer} of characteristic maps. By S5 in [4], E(T2*+2+2mGr) is diffeomorphic to the 

bonnected sum E(~2~+2)#m2~, where' ~: is a homotopy~ sphefe. When m is divided by 

the otder of the group 04*+3 ~ of homo'topy 4n + 3 sphefes. E(T~~+'2 + 2ma) is diffeoL 

mdrphic to the tangent sphefe ' bu:ndle ~E(~2*+2),' which admits a lifting actioil. By our 

consideratlon above, the derived actiori on ' E(?2*+2+2md) is not a lifting action. 
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